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ABSTRACT 
 
To improve the quality of data, it is important to first establish a baseline measurement of the DQ 
level, and whether that level of quality is adequate for its intended purposes. As DQ 
improvements proceed, interim measured levels of quality can be compared to the baseline to 
determine if progress is being made toward improvement objectives. Proper measurement of DQ 
and determination of the adequacy of DQ are dependent upon well defined DQ metrics and target 
thresholds. This briefing discusses a flexible and generic approach that the USAF is successfully 
using to construct its DQ metrics and target thresholds. The approach involves the identification 
of DQ subjects, component data items, and associated business rules. Metrics are specified for 
each critical DQ dimension. These metrics consist of a formula constructed using sample sizes 
and business rule violations. Assessment rules providing target thresholds are then specified for 
each metric and usage context. 
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